PRESS RELEASE - MTC CONTINUE TO SPREAD KINDNESS OF WARMTH THIS WINTER THROUGH THE
ROUND TABLE NAMIBIA WINTER KNIGHTS PROJECT
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Windhoek – 10 July 2018 - As a proudly Namibian company, Mobile Telecommunications Limited
(MTC) ascribes to the philosophy of compassion and kindness as the catalyst for real change. To
this end, MTC responded to a humanitarian initiative as quickly as possible, when approached by
the Round Table Namibian Area (RTNAM) to support its Winter Knights project.
Winter Knights is a national project hosted by the Round Table Namibian Area (RTNAM). The idea
behind the project is to raise funds in order to buy blankets and items that will keep the
marginalized and needy communities warmer during this cold winter nights
To be able to realize their objectives, MTC, today July 10th, 2018, donated N$200 000 to this cause
to RTNAM.
Says Chairman of RTNAM Johan Steenkamp: “We are grateful to MTC for the much needed
contribution, especially at this time of year when winter is bearing down extremely on us, this
funds will go a long way in bringing happy smiles to the faces of our beneficiaries.

Tim Ekandjo, MTC’s Chief Human Capital and Corporate Affairs Officer commented: “MTC
kindness knows no bounds, in the past three weeks or so we have been on a serious active drive
to re-cement our values and spread love within our communities. Not so long ago we assisted the
Shack Dwellers Federation, with a donation of N$800 000 and today we committing ourselves to
support RTNAM with N$200 000. We view this is necessary part of our makeup to support
vulnerable communities – and make a lasting impact. We are therefore proud to be associated
with the RTNAM and the Winter Knights project”
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